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Time  
(UK Time) Symposium: Cognitive representations of movement in imagery and observation 

2.00 – 2.15 Welcome and introduction 

2.15 – 2.45 Giovanni Buccino (University San Raffaele, Italy), The role of action re-enactment in 
cognition. Implications for neurological diseases and neurorehabilitation.  

2.45 – 2.50 5 minutes break 

2.50 – 3.20 Ellen Poliakoff (University of Manchester, UK), Perspectives on action observation 
and motor imagery in Parkinson’s disease 

3.20 – 3.25 5 minutes break 

3.25 – 3.55 Shaun G. Boe (Dalhousie University, Canada), Functional (in)equivalence? Exploring 
the nature of MI-based practice and its use in learning 

3.55 – 4.00 5 minutes break 

4.00 – 4.30 Gilles Vannuscorps (Université catholique de Louvain, Belgium; Harvard University, 
USA), The (very limited) role of motor simulation in action observation 

4.30 – 5.00 General Discussion 
 
 
Symposium abstract: Organised by Martin Edwards, Université catholique de Louvain, Belgium) 
Cognitive representations of movement in imagery and observation 
Based on fMRI (and other imaging / neuromodulation) research, we know that motor imagery and 
observation activate the mirror neuron system network. While many authors show that motor 
imagery and observation show differences in neural activity within the mirror neuron system 
network, they also show a lot of neural activity overlap. Despite this wealth of research, we still have 
very little understanding of the function of the mirror neuron system network. For example, what 
explains the differences between motor imagery and observation in mirror neuron system network 
activity? Do the common areas of mirror neuron system activation imply a cognitive representation 
of movement? And if so, what factors determine this representation? In this invited speaker 
symposium, leading researchers will discuss their own perspectives on the understanding of motor 
imagery and observation cognition / the cognitive representation of movement. Their perspective 
will come from various studies, including fundamental and clinical studies performed with patients 
with neurodevelopmental differences or with brain damage. The objective of the symposium is to 
create a melting pot of ideas from related but contrasting perspectives to discuss the role of 
cognitive representations of movement in relation to motor imagery and observation cognition. 
 
Giovanni Buccino (University San Raffaele, Italy) The role of action re-enactment in cognition. 
Implications for neurological diseases and neurorehabilitation 
There is increasing evidence that our capacity to imagine and recognize actions as well as to 
understand actions when described verbally is strictly related to our capacity to re-enact actions, in 
the absence of an overt execution. Pivotal studies carried out with different neurophysiological and 
brain imaging techniques have demonstrated that during motor imagery and action observation the 
same areas active during the actual execution of actions are involved. More recently, data have been 
collected showing an early involvement of the motor system during language processing of different 
grammar items (nouns, verbs). Taken together, these experimental findings raise the problem of the 
residual capacity of neurological patients to imagine, understand and process semantically actions 
and the potential role of these cognitive strategies in neurorehabilitation. 
 



Ellen Poliakoff (University of Manchester, UK) 
Perspectives on action observation and motor imagery in Parkinson’s disease 
People with Parkinson’s disease are slow to initiate and execute movements, and often produce 
movements of smaller amplitude. Investigating action observation and motor imagery in people with 
Parkinson's may reveal the role of altered motor circuitry and performance on these processes. On 
the other hand, therapeutic interventions involving imagery and action observation have the 
potential to facilitate movements in PD. I will cover findings indicating that people with Parkinson’s 
exhibit comparable behaviour to age matched controls in studies of imitation and motor imagery, 
and that observed actions may act as an effective external cue to elicit both overt actions and motor 
imagery. However, I will also consider evidence that they may be more reliant on compensatory 
strategies, such as visual or third person perspectives. I will also outline the application of combined 
action observation and motor imagery (AO+MI) to improve dexterity in Parkinson’s, including the 
importance of involving people with Parkinson’s in the research process to draw upon their 
experiences of imagery and observation.   
 
Shaun G. Boe (Dalhousie University, Canada) 
Functional (in)equivalence? Exploring the nature of MI-based practice and its use in learning  
Theoretical accounts of the relationship between motor imagery (MI) and learning derive primarily 
from motor simulation theory, which posits that MI practice and physical practice are functionally 
equivalent, the exception being activation of the end effector. If functionally equivalent, learning via 
MI should progress as in PP, mirroring the mechanisms by which learning occurs and the outcome. 
Previous work has shown that motor simulation theory does not account for differences in the 
extent to which learning occurs given an equal exposure of MI relative to PP. If, as motor simulation 
theory states, one is able to compile the requisite aspects of movement (i.e., its goal, plan, motor 
program and outcome) whether it has been previously experienced or not, then learning of novel 
skills (i.e., those movements for which a movement representation has yet to be established) via MI 
practice should proceed in a manner equivalent to that of physical practice. This talk will present 
behavioural and neurophysiological evidence supporting the notion that MI-based learning is 
different from that of physical practice, concluding that the nature of MI-based learning may be 
leveraged when paired with physical practice to optimize learning.   
 
Gilles Vannuscorps (Université catholique de Louvain, Belgium, Harvard University, USA).  
The (very limited) role of motor simulation in action observation  
The objective of this talk will be twofold. I will challenge the motor explanation of behavioral data 
often taken as evidence for a role of motor simulation in observation, such as the biomechanical bias 
found in the hand laterality judgment task or in apparent motion. I will conclude that these tasks 
(and behavioral effects) should be applied only with extreme caution (or not at all) to the 
understanding of neurological conditions. Then, I will present a series of findings suggesting that the 
contribution of motor simulation/mirror neurons to action observation may be limited to short term 
memory and, by that way, to the interpretation of action perceived in particularly adverse 
conditions.   
 
 
The symposium will be online using Zoom, and it is completely free to attend. We are however 
limited to the number of people who can attend. If you would like to attend the symposium, please 
register using the following link: https://forms.office.com/r/RCggrYbkxF 
 
Martin Edwards will email registrants with the Zoom link and passcode on the morning of the 
symposium date. RIO members can use the same Zoom link and passcode that they have been using 
for the previous RIO online meetings. 


